Barack Obama, Jock in Chief

His Moves, His Trash Talk & His Weekly Power Basketball Game

YOU CAN DO IT!
12 Weeks to Your First Triathlon

Last Chance to Visit Old Cuba

Face-to-Face with the Satan of Baseball

GEAR SPECIAL
Upgrade Your Home
Custom Knives, Cool Chairs & the Perfect Workbench

The Car Genius Trying to Save General Motors
Upgrade Your Kitchen

**FLOOR 24” SIDE-BY-SIDE REFRIGERATOR**
Fisher, a European refrigerator manufacturer, just put an end to the old "food the week" game by making the smart hygienic fridge of the market. Beneath the steel skin is a filter that kills spores and moist, as well as interior surfaces treated with antibacterial coatings. The four compartments can be controlled individually, so you can keep those that you lugged without ruining your Pippin's skin: [https://www.fisher.com]

**SIEMENS 30” CONVECTION MICROWAVE**
Microwave is the cooking equivalent of Russian roulette. If that doesn't sound perfect, how about you start a fire in a home of restricted bore? Siemens's microwave makes a difference out of the equation with built-in sensors that measure the oven's humidity levels and adjust cooking time accordingly, so as well as convection heating that circulates air throughout the unit for uniform heating: [https://www.siemens.com]

**TECHIFORM THERMO MOUCAMASTER KIT**
If you're happy with the corner shelf's job, this brewer isn't for you. It's for javaophiles. TechiForm brews each cup by hand in the Netherlands, infusing a 1400-watt heating element and copper tubing (instead of plastic) that warms water to 200 degrees, the optimal temp for coffee. flour out of grounds. Tie little cuts into the ceramic, 11oz just tastes better at home: [https://www.techiform.com]